Impact of differential surface molecular environment on the interparticulate bonding strength of celecoxib crystal habits.
The present work investigates the impact of milling on differential compactibility behavior of celecoxib (CEL) crystal habits. Plate shaped (CEL-P) crystals showed better compactibility over acicular (CEL-A) crystals. Milling improved the compactibility of both the forms. However, despite similar particle shape, size, and surface area, milled fractions of the two habits showed significantly different interparticulate bonding strength. The greater bonding strength of milled CEL-P (MCEL-P) over milled CEL-A (MCEL-A) was attributed to the differential cleavage behavior of the two habits that conferred the different surface molecular environment to the milled powders. The preferred cleavage of CEL-P across {020} plane exposed the -CF3 group and the methyl phenyl ring on the surface of MCEL-P. On the other hand, CEL-A preferentially fractured along their shortest axis that increased the exposure of {100} plane on the surface of MCEL-A, which exposed the -CF3 group and the pyrazole ring. Surface free energy quantified by determining advancing contact angle revealed greater dispersive component of MCEL-P over MCEL-A. This is consistent with the differential cleavage behavior of CEL-P and CEL-A. This confirmed the role of dispersive component of surface free energy in governing interparticulate bonding strength of CEL. The study supports the postulate that tablet tensile strength is governed by the dispersive intermolecular interactions formed over the interparticulate bonding area.